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OMEN Transceptor 17 Duffel Bag

Built for gamers

Enjoy the cross between premium style and function. Built for gamers on-the-go, this duffel bag has a padded laptop
pocket, designated peripheral compartments, and a separate space for shoes. An RFID pocket for your personal items
and water-resistant fabric make sure you are protected even when traveling.

Protect what’s importantProtect what’s important
A padded compartment with a
velcro strap keeps your laptop
safe and secure.

Stay organizedStay organized
Utilize your space efficiently
with designated pockets for
your gaming peripherals.

Transformative strapsTransformative straps
Ergonomic straps that
transform your bag from a
duffel to a backpack.

Keep your essentials safeKeep your essentials safe
Zippered, easy-access pocket
for essential items with RFID-
blocking theft prevention.
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FeaturingFeaturing

Keep the elements outKeep the elements out
Protect your gear from the elements with water-resistant fabric.

Dual purpose pocketDual purpose pocket
Dual purpose pocket—a trolley handle pass-through when open and a pocket when zipped.

Easy access chargingEasy access charging
Charge your phone easily with the built-in USB plug in the front pocket.

Separate shoe compartmentSeparate shoe compartment
A separate compartment designed especially for shoes, so the main compartment remains clean.

Transformative strapsTransformative straps
Ergonomic straps that transform your bag from a duffel to a backpack.

Look good on-the-goLook good on-the-go
With a premium minimalist style and far from minimalist functionality, this duffel gives you what you need to look good on the move.
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CompatibilityCompatibility Fits up to 17.3-inch Laptop.

Product dimensionsProduct dimensions 53 x 25 x 32 cm

WeightWeight 1.43 kg; Packed: 1.43 kg

WarrantyWarranty One-year limited warranty.

What's in the boxWhat's in the box OMEN Transceptor 17 Duffel Bag; Documentation

Country of originCountry of origin Made in China

Product numberProduct number 7MT82AA

Ordering infoOrdering info 7MT82AA#ABB: 193905496877
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